Monitoring of time and cost variances of schedule using simple earned value method indicators
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Abstract: The Planning and implementation of construction projects are difficult processes and are burdened with many risk elements. The budget spread over time, which is developed on the basis of the schedule, presents the expected distribution of costs throughout the duration of the works, which during the implementation of the project is subject to constant changes resulting from time, cost and organizational factors. Managing construction contracts requires managers to be able to analyze on an ongoing basis the variances of production costs - from the values calculated in the offer cost estimate and assumed in the Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled. The article attempts to analyze the emerging time and cost deviations using proprietary T/S and T/C monitoring, based on simple indicators of the EVM method. An example of construction of a multi-family housing development was used to study the variances of planned and incurred costs.
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1. Introduction

The growing number and growing importance of unique, often complex construction projects, results in unflagging interest in project management. Despite the undisputed, more significant than ever, development of effective methods of planning, coordinating and controlling, the increase in the complexity of operating conditions of the enterprise on the market means that success in project management is not easier. The selection of production control methods depends on many factors - primarily the degree of production repeatability, as well as the degree of details of available data, the details of the records kept, the use of planning documentation, the degree of use of computer techniques and the organizational culture prevailing in the company. Construction production is characterized with significant seasonal fluctuations. They constitute a cycle of repetitive changes, in more or less equal periods of time, with similar intensity. Their identification and inclusion considerably increases the precision of predictions [1,2,3].

Earned Value Method (EVM) is recognized as an advanced method of controlling production ventures, which provides working results in the form of quantitative and qualitative indicators. The purpose of developing the EVM method was to link the material progress of works and the costs incurred - against the background of planned values. This tool, "introduced" to construction sites, has been effectively implemented and disseminated. Managers managing complex construction contracts use key words to assess the progress of their schedules, fully describing planned and actual turnover, budget and timeliness of implementation. These include simple control indicators of the earned value method, used in the strategic assessment of the condition of the project - when monitoring the progress of works using the indicator method [4,5,6,7]. The EVM method is one of performance-based project management methods and is an effective tool for controlling projects in terms of costs.
time and scope of works done [8]. It consists of controlling the implementation of the project by comparing the scope of works executed and the costs actually incurred against the project schedule and budget adopted in the base plan.

Compared to the traditional method of checking the project progress, the EVM method includes the third dimension: earned value, which represents the planned value of the scope of work actually executed, in the assessment of the condition of the project, in addition to planned and actually incurred costs. By developing this method, not only measurement possibilities and assessment of the actual results of operations based on the data found during control periods were obtained, but also analysis of performance trends and forecasts of the future cost of project activities and projections of the final project budget. Appropriate indicators allow at each stage of the implementation of works to assess the current status of the project and the possibility of its implementation within the planned budget and schedule. The indicators used in the EVM method can be calculated for both individual tasks and the entire project, as cumulative earned value [9,10,11,12,13,14].

The basis of the earned value method is the Budgeted Cost of Work Performed (BCWP). It shows how much the work done as planned costs. If one wants to calculate it, they should have information on the planned cost of work to be incurred by the date of the inspection, and on the amount of work actually executed to that day. The essence of the earned value method is shown in Figure 1. The curve illustrating the course of BCWS - "Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled" (planned costs) is determined during the project planning phase, its final value is BAC - "Budget at Completion" [15]. Curves illustrating the course of BCWP - "Budgeted Cost of Work Performed" (earned value) and ACWP - "Actual Cost of Work Planned" (costs incurred), are determined during the implementation of the works and can be determined only until the date of inspection. The course of the curves in Fig. 1 also allows to see the variances from the budget and the schedule: both on the day of the inspection and forecast values on the day of completing the project. Data from the BCWS, BCWP, ACWP curves are the basis for calculating further indicators, to which in the EVM method belong: [8]

- Cost Variance (CV):

\[ CV = BCWP - ACWP \]  

(1)

- Schedule variance (SV):

\[ SV = BCWP - BCWS \]  

(2)

where:

BCWS – planned cost of the planned work until the day of inspection of the quantity of work of a given task,

ACWP – actual cost of the work executed up to the date of inspection of the quantity of work of a given task,

BCWP – the planned cost of the work executed to the day of work inspection of this task; value checking how much, according to plan, was paid for the work actually executed.

In the study [16], searching for reasons for delayed projects, monotonicity analyzes of the indicator corresponding to these assumptions were carried out, proposing the variance parameter from booked expenditure (AV: Accounting Spending Variance).

This indicator is described in the form:

\[ AV = CV - SV \]  

(3)
Thus, we have:

\[ AV = (BCWP - ACWP) - (BCWP - BCWS) = \\
= BCWP - ACWP - BCWP + BCWS = BCWS - ACWP \] (4)

The proposed AV parameter monitors financial liquidity, which is the difference between planned and actually incurred costs. In this concept, commonly known as cost management, workflow is defined as "data and material movement" through the network of production units. Current control systems, including EVM, focus on analyzing the "speed" of cost and time increases, ignoring the problem of the flow of production resources, in which the authors see major failures in their implementation processes. These systems are an effective control tool, but they have one serious limitation, treating each schedule process as an independent activity, the effect of which does not translate into the implementation of subsequent processes. In order to demonstrate positive increases in cost variances (CVs), managers strive to level production costs (ACWP) at the expense of continuous increase in process efficiency, which causes unreliability of workflow streams [18].

The conclusion of the study stated that, further research is necessary to develop alternative systems to monitor the progress of projects. A detailed analysis of the time variance of the schedule was undertaken in the study [19,20,21], proposing a new look at the EVM method, marked as ES (Earned Schedule).

The basic assumption is a comparative analysis of the earned value ratio BCWP and the planned costs BCWS. The algorithm results are the values of time variances at individual moments of the project (t), reflecting the periods in which the equality was to take place: BCWP = BCWS, determined with the indicator of the earned schedule value (ES). This indicator is calculated as follows:

\[ SV(t) = ES - AT \] (5)

A graphic interpretation of the simple parameters of the ES method is shown in figure 2.

In turn, in the study [22], the EVM analysis was extended to include 'qualitative' indicators, proposing a qualitative technique in this method - (QEV: Quality Earned Value).
For this purpose, quality assessment parameters (QR: Quality Requirements) have been introduced. The methodology for calculating the QEV assumes formulas for assessing the quality of its components. Its purpose is to measure the project's ability to provide the assumed qualitative levels of the indicated tasks of the examined schedule. An additional research objective was an attempt to link the quality management process with monitoring of works progress. Data was collected on the day each schedule task was completed. The results prove that, taking into account the parameter of assumed quality levels reduces the projected earned value of the project.

In the study [15], in order to increase the accuracy of early forecasting of the Estimated At Completion (EAC) project cost of the EVM method, its analysis was extended with the introduction of an innovative parameter of estimation of non-linear final cost regression (CEAC: nonlinear Cost Estimate at Completion). The methodology introduces the concept of "interim schedule" (ES: Earned Schedule) and ensures that, the CEAC indicator is determined at each stage of project implementation. In the course of the algorithm implementation tests, the equations of time and cost models (logistic, Gompertz, Bass, Weibull) are built, followed by the selection of one that best describes the implementation of the project, which is determined by the CEAC level.

The proposed methodology allows to determine in a more realistic way the parameter sought for the final cost of the project, by creating a wider field of analysis taking into account extensive mathematical models.

Another approach to expanding EVM analysis is the method of time-cost analysis described in the study [23], assessing the progress of works based on three additional assessment parameters: Early Start Rate (ESR), Early Completion Rate (ECR) and Cost Overrun Rate (COR).

These studies show that, the same orders, which are characterized with for example the purpose of the object, have an impact on their delivery time. A different approach to production monitoring has been proposed in the study [24] in the EDM (Earned Duration Management) method. The role of this technique is to replace one of the tools of the EVM method, the schedule performance index (SPI) with its own EDI (Earned Duration Index) index in the form of an exponential function with a time argument. It has been shown that, this parameter gives more accurate results in comparison with the SPI. In addition to the purely informational model identifying the variances, the study also contains a method of solving the problem of their leveling, which can also be found in the study [25].

Figure 2. Graphic interpretation of simple parameters of the ES method (description in the text).
Source: [17]
2. Materials and Methods: description of the scheduled examined

On the basis of simple indicators of the EVM method, a developed time-cost analysis is proposed [17], examining the impact of the project implementation time on the costs incurred and costs on the planned time - by introducing the following assessment parameters:

- **Indicator for monitoring changes in the assumed financial liquidity due to arising time variances from the schedule (T/S):**

  \[ T / S = \frac{TV}{SV} = \frac{BCWS - ACWP}{BCWP - BCWS} \]  
  (6)

- **Indicator for monitoring changes in assumed financial liquidity due to arising variances from planned costs (T/C):**

  \[ T / C = \frac{TV}{CV} = \frac{BCWS - ACWP}{BCWP - ACWP} \]  
  (7)

Their role is to expand the analysis with control indicators to analyze financial liquidity, by taking into account the costs and time variances in the schedule. Formula (6) extends the simple analysis of project liquidity by including the difference of the earned value indicator, corrected by the value of planned costs (BCWS), constituting its budget. In formula (7), a simple analysis of financial liquidity (difference in the value of planned BCWS costs and costs incurred ACWP) has been expanded to include the planned cost of the actual work done (BCWP earned value index), reduced by the actual cost (ACWP).

In the mathematical structure of indicators, it is unacceptable to equate the values of the BCWS, ACWP and BCWP parameters - at which the equality of the described tools indicate the implementation of works in accordance with the assumed time and cost. These cases do not require taking remedial actions to improve the monitored schedule. The following tests were performed to calculate the assessment parameters entered for the work schedule model, assuming three basic implementation structures - steady, parallel and sequence execution methods.

To carry out the analysis of time and cost variances, the schedule of the implemented construction project, consisting of the construction of a multi-family housing development, planned for a period of seven months, with a budget of over PLN 20 million, was used.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** Cumulative values of planned costs (BCWS) of schedules - in implementation methods according to: steady (dot chart), parallel (continuous chart), sequence (intermittent chart) execution of works. Source: [17]

Figure 3 shows the obtained three scenarios for the implementation of works.
The allocation of the means of production was planned using three basic structures of project implementation - methods of steady, parallel and sequence execution.

3. Results: application of T/S and T/C monitoring

T/S and T/C monitoring of variances arising during the implementation of the works covered by the schedule, was divided into three scenarios of its implementation, according to the methods adopted above. The adopted calculation models are characterized by a 10% increase in the budget of costs (C = 110%, 120%, 130%, 140%) and a 5% increase in the time of works execution (S = 105%, 110%, 115%, 120%), respectively. These models are described with symbols A1B1 + A4B4, indicating the increase in variances [8]. For T/S monitoring, the impact of the increasing delay parameter (A models) was adopted, while for T/C monitoring the impact of delays and cost overruns combined (AB models).

The steady execution method assumes a global (overall) impact of variances (A, B) - for all schedule processes. In the methods of parallel and sequence work execution, the local (partial) impact of variances (a, b) was adopted - on selected process sequences.

This is due to the obvious characteristics of these methods, widely described in the literature (delays of the analyzed process sequences do not always affect the delays of their successors).

Table 1. Schedule models according to the method of parallel execution. Source: [17]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a1(II): s=100%, c=110% (for T/S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-03-2017</td>
<td>736 965,50</td>
<td>736 965,50</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-04-2017</td>
<td>2 578 038,90</td>
<td>2 607 957,17</td>
<td>-29 918,27</td>
<td>0,647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-05-2017</td>
<td>5 249 292,03</td>
<td>5 317 785,02</td>
<td>-68 492,99</td>
<td>0,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-06-2017</td>
<td>8 433 684,65</td>
<td>8 536 187,74</td>
<td>-102 503,09</td>
<td>0,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-07-2017</td>
<td>14 919 855,83</td>
<td>15 137 493,65</td>
<td>-217 637,82</td>
<td>0,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-08-2017</td>
<td>18 636 591,14</td>
<td>18 928 684,63</td>
<td>-292 093,49</td>
<td>0,653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-09-2017</td>
<td>19 785 464,08</td>
<td>20 106 851,97</td>
<td>-321 387,89</td>
<td>0,667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Models a2(II): s=100%, c=120% (for T/S) // a2b2(II): s=110%, c=120% (for T/C)

<p>| 31.03.2017 | 736 965,50 | 736 965,50 | 0,00 | 0,00 |
| 30.04.2017 | 2 545 693,31 | 2 607 957,17 | -62 263,86 | 0,647 |
| 31.05.2017 | 5 177 570,36 | 5 317 785,02 | -140 214,66 | 0,669 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>A3</th>
<th>A3b</th>
<th>A4</th>
<th>A4b</th>
<th>0.675</th>
<th>0.664</th>
<th>0.631</th>
<th>0.667</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30.06.2017</td>
<td>8315 325,53</td>
<td>8 536 187,74</td>
<td>8 949 928,73</td>
<td>-220 862,21</td>
<td>-634 603,20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,675</td>
<td>-198,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.07.2017</td>
<td>14 705 597,15</td>
<td>15 137 493,65</td>
<td>15 991 149,23</td>
<td>-431 896,50</td>
<td>-1 285 552,08</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,664</td>
<td>252,62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.08.2017</td>
<td>18 341 804,13</td>
<td>18 928 684,63</td>
<td>19 952 100,82</td>
<td>-586 880,50</td>
<td>-1 610 296,69</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,631</td>
<td>-331,78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.09.2017</td>
<td>19 464 076,13</td>
<td>20 106 851,97</td>
<td>21 392 403,53</td>
<td>-642 775,78</td>
<td>-1 928 327,34</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,667</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models</td>
<td>a3(II): s=100%, c=130% (for T/S) /// a3b3(II): s=115%, c=130% (for T/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.03.2017</td>
<td>736 965,50</td>
<td>736 965,50</td>
<td>736 965,50</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.04.2017</td>
<td>2 464 440,57</td>
<td>2 607 957,17</td>
<td>2 818 980,75</td>
<td>-102 890,23</td>
<td>-313 913,81</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,672</td>
<td>-75,57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.05.2017</td>
<td>5 089 287,12</td>
<td>5 317 785,02</td>
<td>5 790 206,78</td>
<td>-228 497,90</td>
<td>-700 919,66</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,665</td>
<td>-123,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.06.2017</td>
<td>8 196 966,41</td>
<td>8 536 187,74</td>
<td>9 294 411,49</td>
<td>-339 221,33</td>
<td>-1 097 445,08</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,689</td>
<td>-296,76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.07.2017</td>
<td>14 494 399,50</td>
<td>15 137 493,65</td>
<td>16 419 666,59</td>
<td>-643 094,15</td>
<td>-1 925 267,09</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,666</td>
<td>379,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.08.2017</td>
<td>18 050 078,17</td>
<td>18 928 684,63</td>
<td>20 541 674,82</td>
<td>-878 606,46</td>
<td>-2 491 596,65</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,611</td>
<td>-657,66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.09.2017</td>
<td>19 145 749,34</td>
<td>20 106 851,97</td>
<td>22 035 179,31</td>
<td>-961 102,63</td>
<td>-2 889 429,97</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,667</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models</td>
<td>a4(II): s=100%, c=140% (for T/S) /// a4b4(II): s=120%, c=140% (for T/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.03.2017</td>
<td>736 965,50</td>
<td>736 965,50</td>
<td>736 965,50</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.04.2017</td>
<td>2 464 440,57</td>
<td>2 607 957,17</td>
<td>2 882 652,52</td>
<td>-143 516,60</td>
<td>-418 211,95</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,692</td>
<td>-99,52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.05.2017</td>
<td>5 010 408,67</td>
<td>5 317 785,02</td>
<td>5 934 883,83</td>
<td>-307 376,35</td>
<td>-924 475,16</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,662</td>
<td>-162,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.06.2017</td>
<td>8 086 375,80</td>
<td>8 536 187,74</td>
<td>9 537 674,79</td>
<td>-449 811,94</td>
<td>-1 451 298,99</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,695</td>
<td>-395,35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.07.2017</td>
<td>14 258 360,56</td>
<td>15 137 493,65</td>
<td>16 419 666,59</td>
<td>-852 133,09</td>
<td>-2 562 823,39</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,668</td>
<td>506,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.08.2017</td>
<td>17 760 510,91</td>
<td>18 928 684,63</td>
<td>21 313 248,83</td>
<td>-1 168 173,72</td>
<td>-3 370 737,92</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,598</td>
<td>-876,55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.09.2017</td>
<td>18 829 581,19</td>
<td>20 106 851,97</td>
<td>22 677 955,09</td>
<td>-1 277 270,78</td>
<td>-3 848 373,90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,667</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The analysis of the growth rate of unplanned costs and the work performance deviating from the plan consists in a gradual increase in expenditure on production (C), with a simultaneous systematic reduction of the production rate (S). These phenomena are reflected in the lowering of the value of simple indicators of the earned value method: pool of actual costs (ACWP) and earned value index (BCWP), which determine the monotonicity of the T/S and T/C monitoring indicators.

The results of the analysis for the parallel execution method, with a description of the introduced time and cost disturbances and the division into four variances scenarios, are presented in Table 1. Similar calculations were carried out for the steady execution method and the sequence work execution. The picture of emerging disturbances is presented in figure 4 (monitoring of variances from the assumed time T/S) and No. 5 (monitoring of variances from the assumed costs T/C).

Monitoring of variances from the assumed duration (T/S) in the schedule planned according to the assumptions of the steady execution method shows the highest values in the fifth control stage. At this stage, the highest production throughput occurs, reaching 15% of the total costs (Fig. 3). The highest T/S values were recorded in this group of scenarios, which results from cumulative variances related to the production stream of works.

Monitoring (T/S) in the schedule made according to the assumptions of the parallel performance method shows a typical increase in the analyzed values, together with the increase of the stimulus value, in subsequent scenarios. The highest positive T/S monitoring values were also obtained for the fifth stage, in which activities with the largest budget were carried out. During the sixth inspection period, the lowest negative variance levels were recorded to the assumed time, illustrating the losses of the previous, fifth stage.

Monitoring of time variance of the schedule (T/S) in the sequence execution method - subject to the influence of local, gradually increasing disturbances, illustrates the planned course of works until the end of the third month. Then the amplitude of fluctuations in the results reflects the modeled disturbances: twice changing the sign - as in the case of the parallel execution method, although in this case the T/S tool recorded jumps of these values five and ten times higher.

It results from the specifics and assumptions of the analyzed implementation structure of projects. In all cases, the assumed methods of implementation accepted within them, four scenarios of gradual increase in variances illustrate rational, systematic increases in value, demonstrating the proper operation of the tested computational procedure of T/S monitoring (fig. 4).

In the statement of the second and third stage of registration of works in the schedules planned with the methods of parallel and sequence execution, a clear T/S response to previously modeled variances in the structure of parallel execution of works can be seen.

Monitoring of variances from the assumed costs of the project (T/C) in the steady execution method illustrates, unlike the other two methods, values greater than zero at all stages of recording the progress of works. This is due to the global nature of modeled time and cost distortions in this method. Similar to T/S monitoring, the largest value amplitudes were noted in the fifth and the sixth stage of registration, in which works with the highest budgets were executed.

The monitoring of cost variances (T/C) in the method of parallel execution records a zero value in the first stage of registration, in which no interference occurs. Then, the T/C monitoring values remain at 60% ÷ 70% until the end of the project - the disturbances do not accumulate. Contrary to the above conclusion, in the next method - the sequence execution, T/C monitoring presents overlapping losses in sequence recording stages (resulting from modeled disturbances), starting from the fourth control stage. It results from the basic assumption of this method, in which the time delays of the analyzed sequence of processes affect the delays of its successors. In the first three stages of registration, T/C monitoring records zero values because no distortions were modeled in them.

As in the case of T/S monitoring, the definition of four scenarios of gradual increase in interference gives the systematic monotonicity of the graphs of their functions in the project implementation calendar, in each of the structures analyzed (fig. 5).
Figure 4. Monitoring indicator charts in the assumed financial liquidity due to the occurring time variances from the schedule (T/S) in models with a gradually increasing time variance - in the implementation methods according to (from above): steady, parallel, sequence execution of works. Source: [17]
Figure 5. Monitoring indicator charts in the assumed financial liquidity due to arising variances from planned costs (T/C) in models with a gradually increasing time and cost variance - in the implementation methods according to (from above): steady, parallel, sequence execution of works. Source: [17]
5. Conclusions

The role of additional tools of the EVM method - T/S and T/C monitoring is to take into account the financial liquidity of the project in the analysis of time and cost variances of the assumed schedule. These tools are an important complement to the workshop of the earned value method, fully compatible with its simple indicators. Under the influence of the budget’s underestimation and time slips, the planned cost and time distribution changes, expressed in the course of the financial liquidity (TV) parameter. Planned cost parameter (BCWS), depending on the situation in the project monitoring, should therefore be flexible - already at the budgeting stage.

In the case of modeling total (global) time and cost variances, the largest values from the T/S and T/C monitoring calculations were recorded for periods containing the "longest" and "most expensive" schedule activities. Subjecting the schedule to partial (local) time and cost variances eliminated these values - while maintaining the proportion of their results - in relation to total (global) distortions.

In practice of management of long-term construction projects, these tools may contribute to the identification of variances from the assumed schedules, describing - in contrast to the classical EVM method - their actual values.
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